Press Release
On Thursday, on September 27, at 5 p.m. the Biblioteca Vallicelliana,
Salone Borromini, Piazza della Chiesa Nuova no.18, in Rome, 1/Fmedia
project and the studio.ra Gallery propose “ On some drifts of video
writing”, a meeting of presentation of the book “videofusion1” by Gabriele
Perretta, published by Stampa Alternativa/Nuovi Equilibri, in February 2007;
and of the work of video art “An essay on video art – Pocketbook of
notes” realized by the plan of the group Anonima di-chi-sì-lu-son, on the
essay «Some notes on video art in generis and not only... » included in
«videofusion1».
Those taking part in the meeting are: Enzo Berardi, Giovanni Curtis, Paolo
Luciani, Gabriele Perretta, Cesare Milanese, Lorenzo Acquaviva.
«On some drifts of video writing» is a proposal of reflection about the
history of video art, from the avant-gardes of the sixties to the horizontal
diffusion of the production that the communication technology has smoothed.
All this takes place through the presentation of a book and of a video.
«Videofusion1» by Gabriele Perretta is a book published on occasion of the
exhibition with the same name, that took place between last February and
March at the studio.ra gallery. The book includes two essays centred on
development of technologies, and on their impact on our existences, on
transformation of our relation with the image past from iconic analogue to
information digital. At the back cover, Gabriele Perretta prefaces one's remarks
to us by saying: « The video is no longer mass media, but the point of arrival
of countless local, national and supranational messages over the air, cable
[...]. The novelty is the braiding among historical knowledge of cinema, of
video and of digital and basic knowledge of theatre, of speech and of new
realism. […] the texts gathered here want to be a reflection on media active in
the field of contemporary art…».
«An essay on video art – pocketbook of notes» is an experiment practised by
the plan of the group Anonima di-chi-sì-lu-son, that begins from a faithful
reduction of the text «Some notes on video art in generis and not only... »
(included in «videofusion1»), elaborated by the editorial staff of net criticalzine
eadessovediamo.org. The work moves from two assumptions: the matter of
the disappearance of the author as productive individuality; the will of being
beyond the difficulties of the genres that mark out the artistic productions,
included the video ones. A work that tries to combine an historic-theoretical
language like that of the essay, with the artistic-popular language of the video,
beginning from transformations that the diffusion of the technology has
introduced in contemporary languages.

